
	 	 	 	 	
	
	
For Collectors and Game Players Alike, the Art and Style 
of Pocono Modern’s Playing Cards Are a Big Deal 
(Newark, NJ – September 2018) Playing cards throughout history don’t quite capture the 

style of today’s 21st Century design ethos better than the Retro and Woodland Playing 

Card Decks from Home Décor and Accessories purveyor Pocono Modern. Extensive 

research into the lore, symbolism and intricacies as well as the subtle unique differences 

among the picture cards, combined with playability of familiar playing cards that shuffle 

effortlessly and are easy to hold and handle.  

Joe Morelli, Creative Director at Pocono Modern, explains, “Playing cards sit at this 

unique intersection of object and graphic design: they’re elements that are meant to be 

held and interacted with, but that also contain a rich graphic language. I want to create an 

experience for the user that generates a visually enjoyable and rewarding experience.” 

Inspiration for these artful conceptions was drawn from the work of two prominent 20th 

Century design icons. Alvin Lustig, recognized for his expertise in virtually all the design 

disciplines, including record albums, magazines, advertisements and office spaces; and 

Alexander Girard, one of the leading figures of postwar American design and often 

referred to in creative circles as “the Designer Who Made American Modernism Less 

Sterile.” 

THE RETRO DECK – Light and Dark 

Available on either a white or dark background with a linen finish, The Retro Deck is the 

essence of reimagined Mid-Century Modern geometric minimalism. Elements of classic 

playing card design were researched and artfully included in every one of the cards.  

From the flower held by the Queen of Hearts to the Lyre held by the King of Spades to 

all the other objects held by “royalty,” each one pays homage to the rich history and 

legacy of playing cards.   



	 	 	 	 	
	
	
The Dark and Light Retro Card Decks are available either individually or as a boxed set 

of two. 

THE WOODLAND DECK 

Standing in stark contrast to the sleek palette of the Retro Deck, the Woodland Deck is an 

over-the-top artistic potpourri set against a warm tan background, which features animals 

indigenous to the northeast United States in place of royalty found in the more traditional 

“court” cards. These images, which include foxes, deer, and bears as well as a raccoon on 

the Joker card, were illustrated by Pocono Modern’s own Joe Morelli. 

Available as a single set of cards, the Woodland Deck can also be ordered in sets of two, 

which are housed in a custom wood box featuring the profile of a bushy-tailed squirrel 

wood-burned onto the sliding lid. 

ACCESSORIES TO ENHANCE GAME NIGHT 

Casual card players and collectors alike will also enjoy a variety of Retro and Woodland 

themed accessories that will add to the gaming experience. The Retro theme includes a 

sleek, brushed aluminum card clip, custom-designed for Retro Decks but the minimal 

design will also pair nicely with any deck of cards. A set of four custom rocks glasses are 

also available, along with limited edition wall prints of the popular raccoon joker card, 

the Elegant Jack, the Foxy Queen, and the Bearish King from the Woodland Deck. 

All playing cards, accessories and graphic prints are available at specialty and craft fair 

retailers, collectible shops, destination boutiques, Etsy and poconomodern.com. 


